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This paper studies anew class of languages, called the local adjunct languages 
(LAL's), which have been defined by Joshi, Kosaraju, and Yamada in response 
to strong linguistic motivations. 
This paper is concerned with the comparison of the LAL 's  to the context- 
free languages. Every LAL is a CFL, but here we show that the class of local 
adjunct languages possesses certain inherent generative capabilities and 
limitations. The first result settles an open question by showing that there are 
local adjunct languages which are also linear context-free languages. Further- 
more, every Dyck language is also an GAL. On the other hand, Greibaeh as 
defined an infinite hierarchy of languages contained within the Dyck languages, 
and it is shown that certain of the Greibach languages can be written as LAG's, 
while others cannot. 
These results serve to contrast he generative capabilities and limitations of 
the local adjunct grammars to those of the more familiar context-free grammars. 
INTRODUCTION 
Joshi, Kosaraju, and Yamada (1969, 1972a,b) have introduced a new 
style of formal grammars called the string adjunct grammars. The rules of 
the adjunct grammars have a completely different formal character than the 
"rewrite rules" of the Chomsky (1959) phrase structure grammars. 
The essential characteristic of the string adjunct grammars is that these 
grammars deal directly with the strings of characters (in the language) 
and their relationships to one another. There are no nonterminal symbols 
as in the phrase structure grammars. Instead, rules are given to specify 
how certain strings are to be attached (or "adjoined") to other strings. 
In this way, we very naturally obtain such concepts as the head or center 
of a constituent. Furthermore, without the phrase structure nonterminal 
symbols, the adjunct grammars do not contain excessive hierarchieal struc- 
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tures. JKY (1972b) give an extensive linguistic interpretation to these 
ideas and show how their work is motivated by that of Harris (1968). 
The local adjunct grammars (LAG's) form an important and simple 
subclass of the string adjunct grammars, and their languages (LAL's) are 
the subject of this paper. In particular, we are concerned with the rela- 
tionship of the LAL's to the context-free languages and with the types 
of linguistic structures which can and can not be obtained with local adjunct 
grammars. 
In Section 1, the LAG's and their languages are defined as in the JKY 
papers. The nonterminal bounded languages of Ginsburg and Spanier 
(1966) are also defined irt order to facilitate some later results. Section 2 
disproves a conjecture of JKY (1969) and Levy (1970) concerning the 
relationship of LAL's and linear context-free languages by demonstrating 
an LAL which is also a nonregular linear CFL. This result is generalized 
to the case of the nonterminal bounded languages. Section 3 gives some 
related results on decision problems. In Section 4, we relate the LAL's 
to a hierarchy of CFL's defined by Greibach (1969) to illustrate the capa- 
bilities and limitations of LAG's. Finally, Section 5 uses the preceeding 
ideas to extend the results on linear LAL's. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
The basic concepts of local adjunct grammars and languages are defined 
first, following the papers of Joshi, Kosaraju, and Yamada (1969, 1972a) 
with several slight notational changes. JKY and Levy (1970) differentiate 
between the local adjunct grammars (LAG's) and the local adjunct grammars 
with null symbols (LAGN's). Levy (1973) has shown that the LAGN's 
generate a larger class of languages than the LAG's, and in this paper, all 
local adjunct grammars are assumed to be LAGN's without additional 
comment. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A local adjunct grammar, G, is a 7-tuple (27, N, 65, 65c, 
65n, 65a, J) where X is a finite alphabet, N is a finite (nonempty) set of 
null symbols with N n 27 = Z ; q5 is a finite set of basic strings with 65 C NZ*; 
65e, 65h, 65a C 65 are the sets of basic center, host, and adjunct strings, respec- 
tively. J is a finite set of adjunction rules. Further, 65 ---- 65c u 65h ~J 65a- Each 
rule, u~J ,  is of the form u =(cr i ,a j , l k )  or u =(ai,~rj,r~), where 
O" i e 65h,  O'j e 65a,  and 1 ~ k ~ ln(ai) (ln(al) denotes the length of ai, not 
counting the initial null symbol of N). 
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The meaning of an adjunction rule, say u = (ai, aj,  I1~)~ J, is that 
from ai we can derive a new string by adjoining aj to the left (or right if 
the rule is u = ((ri, ~j, r~)) of the kth symbol (not null) in or,. any number 
of times. For example, if u 1 = (nlab, n2c, l~), we can derive the string 
nlan2cb or any other string of nla(n2e )*b. I f  ug_ = (n2c, nlab, q),  it is possible 
to derive n2enlab or any other member of n2c(nlab)*. With both u 1 and u 2 
in J, the rules can be extended to derived (nonbasic) host and adjunct strings. 
Here, n.~c is both a host and an adjunct string. For example, the derived 
string n2cnlab can be used as an adjunct string in u 1 to derive the string 
nlan2cn~abb. In turn, the "nlab" used as an adjunct string by u 2 could be 
modified by u 1 . Informally, the local adjunct language derived from a 
local adjunct grammar is the set of words derived as above using the center 
strings (q~e) as the basic host strings, with the null symbols removed at 
the completion of the derivation. The null symbols are used to distinguish 
strings in which the nonnull symbols (of 2J) are identical. Also, we will 
denote a local adjunct grammar, G, by G = (qs,  ] )  since the other members 
of the 7-tuple can be derived from ~ and J. 
The local adjunct language corresponding to G = (~,  J )  can be defined 
more precisely. First, define ~ recursively, where all a~j e X and n i~ N. 
(1) I f  niaiai= "" aim ~ q~, then n~aiai2 ". a,= 
(2) I f  ~i¢ld~¢2di~ "" di~¢~,,+~ e qS, and ~.¢hdh~l~ "" d~ ~l~+~ e ~b where 
¢ , ,~7~(27~N)*  (for r -~ l ,  2 , . . . ,m+l ;  s= l ,  2 , . . . ,n+l ) ,  and 
(~ i ,a~' , l~)~J  with a~- -=n ia i~ ' "a i~,  and a~ =n~a h ' ' 'a~.  , then 
~. "" ¢~n~ta~ "'" a~,~+~di~ "'"d%~b,~+l e~.  Similarly, i fu = (ai , ~ , r~) ~ J, nia h 
then ni~.di l  "" ~i ~v la~ "" a~n~n+l~7¢+l~i~+~ "'" ~m+l ~ (/)" 
(3) Nothing else is in ~ unless it follows from (1) and (2) above. 
Note that the original host elements are distinguished by "^," and that 
the cap is removed from adjunct strings. 
Let 
niailai 2 "'" a ie  ¢5; @ ~ (ZU N)* ; j  = 1, 2,..., r +1  }. 
Then q3(gic) _C ~,  and equality holds if Ce = ¢- Let H be the homomorphism 
defined such that H(ai) : H(di) = ai for all at E 27, and H(nt) = E for all 
ni e N. From this, the definition of L(G), the language generated by 
G : (q5 c , J), follows. 
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DEFI~ITIOr~ 1.2. Let G = (~b c, J) be a local adjunct grammar. The 
local adjunct language generated by G, denoted by L(G),  is 
L(a) = H(¢(~o)). 
Several examples will make these notions clearer. 
EXAMPLE 1.1. Let G : (~ ,  J) where 
@e = {nla} and J : {(nla , n~b, r~), (nla , nzc , r0}. 
Here, 27 = {a, b, c}. Then, L(G) = a(b v c)*. 
EXAMPLE 1.2. 
G = (Oc, J), Oc = {noe, n~ab}, J = {(nlab, nlab, rl), (nlab, nlab, r2)}. 
Then L(G) = K~,  the Dyck language over one pair of symbols. "a" and 
"b" are regarded as left and right brackets, respectively. If the second rule 
is omitted, then the language is {e} u aKlb. 
EXAMPLE 1.3. 
X = {al, a2, a- l ,  a-2}, 
c = (~o, j), 
q~e ---- {n0e, nlala-1, n~a2a-~}, 
y = {(nlala_~, n~ala_~, r0, (n~a~a_~, n~a.a_~, r0, 
(n~a2a-2 , n lala-1,  rl), (naaza_~ , n~a2a-2 , rl), (nlala_l , nlala_l , r2), 
(nlala_l , n~a~a_2 , r2), (n2a2a_2 , nlala_l , r2) , (nzaaa_2 , naaaa_~ , r~)}. 
Then, L(G)  -~ K 2 , the Dyck language over two pairs of symbols. Similar 
grammars exist for Dyck languages over any number of symbols. 
From JKY (1969), several facts about local adjunct languages follow. 
LEMMA 1.1. Every local adjunct language is a context-free language. 
LEMMA 1.2. The class of local adjunct languages contains all f inite sets 
of strings and is closed under union, product, and Kleene closure. Thus, every 
regular set is a local adjunct language. 
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LEMMA 1.3. Let G = (~,  J) be a local adjunct grammar. Then there 
exists an integer p (>0)  such that for each string z eL(G)  such that ln(z) >/p,  
there exist strings wl , w e , u ~ Z* such that 1 ~< ln(u) ~ p, z = wluw 2 , and 
for all k >/O, 
wlukw~ e L( G). 
From Lemma 1.3, it follows immediately that {a%~ln >/1} is not a 
local adjunct language. Since {a% ~ ] n >/ 1} = a+b + c~ K 1 (K 1 is the Dyck 
language of Example 1.2 and a + = a* --{e}), the class of local adjunct 
languages is not closed under intersection with regular sets or with adjunct 
languages (since every regular set is an adjunct language). 
The following definitions and results are from Ginsburg and Spanier 
(1966) and generalize the notion of a linear language as defined by Chomsky 
and Schtitzenberger (1963). 
DEFINITION 1.3. A context-free grammar G = (V, 21, P, S) is called 
nonterminal bounded if there exists an integer k with the following property: 
I f  ~ *~ w, w ~ V* (V is the alphabet of both terminals and nonterminals), 
~: E V --  Z (21 is the terminal alphabet), then w has at most k occurrences 
of variables (elements of V --  2J). A language is called a nonterminaI bounded 
language if it is generated by some nonterminal bounded grammar. 
DEFINITION 1.4. Let G := (V ,Z ,P ,S )  be a nonterminal bounded 
grammar. The rank, ra(w), written r(w) when G is understood, of a word 
w ~ V* is defined to be the largest integer such that there is a word u ~ V*, 
with r occurrences of variables uch that w N u. 
DEFINITION 1.5. For each nonterminal bounded grammar G, the rank 
of G, denoted by r(G), is defined as the largest integer which is the rank 
of one of the variables. Let L be a nonterminal bounded language. The 
rank of L, r(L), is defined to be zero i l L  is regular. I l L  is not regular, then 
r(L) is defined to be the smallest integer which is the rank of some grammar 
generating it. 
I fL  : {anb ~ I n ~ 1}, then r(L) = 1. Also, r(L 2) : 2. The Dyck languages 
are not of finite rank. A linear language which is not regular is of rank one. 
We will need the following theorem of Ginsburg and Spanier (1966). 
THEOREM 1.1. Let L a and L o be nonterminal bounded languages over 
alphabet Z* with ranks r a and r~ , respectively. Let c be a symbol not in 21. 
Then L ,  " c .  L b is a nonterminal bounded language of rank r, + r b . 
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This theorem is important because of the information it provides about 
the concatenation of languages. Note that the symbol c 6 Z' is necessary. 
ConsiderL 1 = {anb ~ ] n >~ m >/ 1} andLe = {b*akb k I k >/ 1}. r 1 ~ r~ = 1, 
and L~ .L 2 = {a~bmb*a~bl~[n ~ m ~ 1; k >~ 1} = a+b+{akb~lk ~ 1}, and 
sor (L  1"L2)=1 ~ r l + r~ . 
2. LINEAR AND FINITE RANK LOCAL ADJUNCT LANGUAGES 
In Section 1, it was seen that the Dyck languages can be generated by 
local adjunct grammars, but linear languages uch as {anb ~ In ~ 1} are not 
local adjunct languages. Further, such languages as ({a'~bntn ~ 1}c) k, 
which is of rank k, are not local adjunct languages. All regular sets are 
local adjunct languages. An open problem stated by JKY (1969) and Levy 
(1970) is to find if there are linear, nonregular (i.e., rank 1) local adjunct 
languages. An example of such a language is presented here. 
Consider the language L = {an(ba*) n (a v b)* [ n ~ 1} over the alphabet 
{a, b}. L is not regular, for a~b ~ ~L  for all n /> 1. I f L  were regular, there 
would be an integer p > 0 and an m > 0 such that both a'~b msL  and 
a~+~b ~ ~L,  which is a contradiction. 
Also, L is linear, for it is generated by the following linear grammar: 
G = ({S, S', a, b), {a, b), P, S), 
where P = {S ~ Sa, S --~ Sb, S ~ ab, S -+ aS'b, S'  --+ aS'b, S' ~ S'a, 
S '  ~ ab}. That L(G) ~ L is readily seen by examining the productions of 
P, noting that any string generated from S is in L, and that there is a 
procedure to generate any member of L starting from S. 
There is also a local adjunct grammar, G' ~ (q~o, J), such thatL = L(G').  
Set ~ = {naab } and J = {ul, u~, u3}, where 
u 1 = (nlab , nlab, rl), 
uz = (nzab, n2a, r~), 
u~ = (nlab, n~b, r~). 
The null symbols (nl, n2, and n3) are not required because no two 
members of ~ ~ {nlab , n2a , nab } have the same nonnull string, so we will 
omit the null symbols from now on. Since local adjunct grammars are less 
familiar than context-free grammars, a proof is given that L = L(G'). 
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LEMMA 2.1. I f  G' is the local adjunct grammar defined above, then 
L(C')  : L = {an(ba*)- (a v b)* I n i> 1}. 
Proof. The proof is in two parts. Use the notation of Section 1. (1) Show 
that L( G') C L. 
(a) ab eL.  
(b) If w has been derived from ab (the center string with the null 
symbol dropped) such that H(w)eL ,  and w is used as a derived adjunct 
string with rule u 1 , we get H(dwb)eL .  Also, if d6/~ is used as a derived 
host string, we get H(dw~[~) ~L. 
(c) "a"  and "b" are not host strings, but only adjunct strings. I f  
w has been derived from ab, and it is of the form of w : ~[bp with H(w) EL, 
and 6, p e {a, b}*, any use of rules u2 or u 3 derives w' -~ ~Dap or d~[~bp, 
respectively. In either case, H(w') is in L. Therefore, if w is derived from 
(b, , H(w) e L, so L(G') C L. 
(2) Show that L CCL(G'). Suppose w eL .  Write w in the form 
w = anbam~ba m "" a~,-~bX, 
where n ) 1 ; ml,  me ,..., ran-1 ~ 0, X e {a, b}*. 
The following programmed derivation procedure cart be used to generate w
from ¢b using the rules of J. 
(i) Set k = 1 and xk = ab (the caps are omitted because there is no 
ambiguity). 
(ii) I f k=n,  go to step vi. 
(iii) Apply rule u2 to the right of b in xk exactly m~ times to get 
Xk+ 1 --- xkam~. 
(iv) Apply rule u 1 with x7~+1 as the adjunct string and ab as the host 
string to get Yk+l = aH(xk+l) b. 
(v) Set h = k + 1 and xk+l = Yk+l- Go to step ii. 
(vi) Apply rules u e and u a as needed to generate w = H(x,~+IX ).
Therefore, L C_L(G'), so L = L(G'). Q.E.D. 
The language L has several interesting properties. First, since L n C L 
for all nonzero n, we have L = L+ =L  wL  e UL  3 k3 -... In fact, L is a 
right ideal of the monoid {a, b}* since L • {a, b}* = L. I f  wl ,  w e eL ,  with 
w 1 = a~bamlb ... ba~,-lbX, where m i and X are the same as in the above 
proof; we also have w 1' = anw2bamlb ... ba~,-IbX eL.  Therefore, L can be 
643[23/3-4 
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embedded into itseff in the manner shown above. L can also be regarded 
as a Dyck language (K1) in which the structure after the occurrence of 
the first b has been destroyed. More precisely, let S = ({ql, q2, q3}, {a, b}, 
{a, b}, H, q~, {qs}) be the sequential transducer (see Ginsburg and Spanier 
(1966)) with the state-output set H defined as H = {(ql, a, a, q~), (q2, a, a, qe), 
(q2, b, b, q3), (q3, e, a, q3), (q3, e, b, q3), (qs, a, a, q3), (q3, b, b, qa)}. S is shown 
in Fig. 1 as a Mealy machine. From this description, it is clear that 
L ~- S(K~ -- {e}). That is, any nonempty word in/£1 over {a, b} has exactly 
as many occurrences of a as of b, and any proper head of a word of K 1 has 
more a's than b's. Transducer S transforms any word of Ka into a word 
which will have at least as many b's as there are consecutive a's at the head 
of the word. This description corresponds with that of L. 
a/a c/a, c Zb 
FIG. 1. Diagram of transducer S; L = N(K1 -- {~}). 
From Theorem 1.1, it follows that r((Lc) ~) = k for any integer k /> 1 
since the rank of L is one. Lemma 1.2 guarantees that (Lc) k is a local adjunct 
language. 
The language {anb~cl n >/ 1}* is not a local adjunct language, nor is it 
of finite rank (nonterminal bounded). All of the facts derived so far can be 
summarized as follows. 
LEMMA 2.2. The class of local adjunct languages includes all regular sets, 
languages of every finite rank, and languages which are not nonterminal bounded. 
Conversely, there are languages of every nonzero finite rank which are not 
local adjunct languages, and there are languages which are neither nonterminal 
bounded nor local adjunct languages. (The term "language" of course means 
"context-free language.") 
The next section gives some related recognition problems for languages 
which are nonterminal bounded local adjunct languages. 
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3. RECOGNITION OF FINITE RANK LOCAL ADJUNCT LANGUAGES 
It is known from Bar-Hillel, Perles, and Shamir (1961) that for any 
context-free grammar, G, it is recursively undecidable if L(G) is regular. 
From this, decision properties for the finite rank local adjunct languages 
follow immediately. 
LEMMA 3.1. Given a context-free language L', it is recursively undecidable 
if L' is a linear nonregular local adjunct language. 
Proof. The language L of Section 2 is a linear local adjunct language 
which is not regular (r(L) = 1). Let R be an arbitrary context-free language. 
The language L' = LcR (where c is not in the alphabet of R) is a rank 1 
local adjunct language if and only if R is regular. This follows from 
Theorem 1.1 and Lemma 1.2. It is recursively undecidable whether R is 
regular, so it is recursively undecidable if L' is a rank 1 local adjunct 
language. Q.E.D. 
Lemma 3.1 can be generalized to cover all finite ranks. 
THEOREM 3.1. Given a context-free language L', is recursively undecidable 
if L' is a local adjunct language with rank k for any finite k >/ 1. 
Proof. Let R be an arbitrary context-free language and set L' = (Lc)~R 
where c is a symbol not in the alphabet of R. L' is a local adjunct language 
with rank k if and only if R is regular. It is recursively undecidable if R 
is regular, so the same is true about whether or not L' is a local adjunct 
language of rank k. Q.E.D. 
4. LOCAL ADJUNCT LANGUAGES AND THE INFINITE HIERARCHY OF 
CONTEXT-FREE LANGUAGES OF GREIBACH 
In Sections 1 and 2, we have seen how local adjunct grammars can generate 
the Dyck languages but cannot generate nonterminal bounded languages 
with a rigid structure such as in {W~b~c [ n ~ 1} ~. The nonterminal bounded 
languages hown to be local adjunct languages in Section 2 had different 
properties in many respects than the languages pecified above. In this 
section, the local adjunct languages are studied with respect to some languages 
of Greibach (1969) in order to make the above comments more precise. 
These languages, in turn, are related to the finite-turn pushdown automata 
of Ginsburg and Spanier (1966). The following definitions are taken from 
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the Greibach paper. N will denote the nonnegative integers, so that 
N----{0, 1, 2, 3,...}, while N + will denote the positive integers, 1, 2, 3,.... 
o~ is a special symbol not in N, and it is often convenient to consider the 
sets N '  = N u {oJ) and N +' = N + w {o~). 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let n be in N' .  For n = 2r, let Hn ---- (al*a~*)*; for 
n = 2r + 1, let Hn -~ (ai*az*) r ax*; and for n = o~, let H~ ~ {a l ,  a.2)*. 
We will be concerned with the alphabet .// ~-{al ,  a_ l ,  as, a_2} and 
subsets of K2(A),  the Dyck language with two pairs of symbols where 
{al, a_l} and {as, a~} are the two sets of brackets. 
DEFINITION 4.2. For wt,  w e e A*, and 1 ~ i ~ 2, wrke wla~a_~w 2 =~ 
wlw s . ~ denotes the transitive closure of ~ .  d o -~ {w [ ifw *~ y, then w = y}. 
do is just the set of all words that cannot be further reduced by removing 
opposing pairs of brackets. It  is known that if w *~ Yl, and w ~ Ys, with 
Yl,  Y~ ~ do, then Yl -~ Y2 • Therefore, the following definition is possible. 
DEFINITION 4.3. 9 is a function from A* to A* such that 9(w) --~y 
if and only if w *~ y and y e do. 9 is uniquely defined on A*, and K 2 = 
{w I~(w) = ~}. 
Another function v is defined from A* to N. 
DEFINITION 4.4. v is a function from A* to N defined such that 
v(w)=max(nL~wl ,w~ .... ,w~+l ;3 i l , i s  .... , iN~{1,2} 
with 
w = wla~la_~lw~'., w, ,a~a_iw,+l  }.
v(w) denotes the maximum number of opposing brackets in w before 
any reduction by the ~ relation. Informally then, u(w) gives the number 
of turns that the pushdown acceptor of K2 will make in accepting the 
word w. The stack of a pushdown acceptor is said to make a turn whenever 
the length of the stack decreases for the first time after having increased 
for at least one preceeding move. See Ginsburg and Spanier (1966) or 
Greibach (1969) for more details. The final definition gives the languages 
that are of interest. 
DEFINITION 4.5. Given m ~ N and n ~ N' ,  let 
£n,*~ = {w ~ A*  I q~(w) = e, v(w) ~ m, and if w ~ xy, then qo(w) ~ H,~} 
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and let 
L,,~ : (w ~ A* [ c?(w) : e, and if w : xy, then ~o(x) ~ H~}. 
Finally, for all n, m ~ N',  defineL .... = (Ln,~)*, and we have/~n, ~ = Ln.~ • 
Intuitively, if a word w is in Ln,.~, for any n, m 6 N',  the pushdown stack 
of the pushdown acceptor will be described by a word of ZoH ~ at all steps 
in the acceptance of w (Z 0 is the initial symbol on the pushdown), m limits 
the number of turns made by the stack. (m ~ oJ means that the number 
of turns is not limited.) Also, observe that L~,~ C K z and L~, 0 = L0, ~ = {~}. 
Greibach considers F(L .... ), the smallest abstract family of languages 
containing L~,,~. F(L~,~) is the Kleene closure of the linear languages, and 
F(L~,0) =F(L0,., ) = the class of regular languages for any m and n. F(L~,~) 
is the entire class of context-free languages. Furthermore, these abstract 
families of languages form an infinite double hierarchy. Note also that 
r(L .... ) = m, but that L~.~ and L~,~ are not nonterminal bounded. 
These languages have the properties needed to formalize the comments 
made at the beginning of this section. Two theorems give the results. 
THEOREM 4.1. L .. . .  is not a local adjunct language for any n~N+' ,  
m ~ N +. Under the same conditions, [,~.~ is not a local adjunct language. 
Proof. Suppose that either Ln, ~ or /2~,~ is a local adjunct language 
for any m and n such that m =/= ~o. By Lemma 1.3, there exists an integer 
p > 0 such that for all z ~L~,.~ with ln(z) ) p, z can be written z = wluw 2 ; 
1 ~ ln(u) ~p;  wx, w2aA* ,  and w,u~w~L~.m for all k >/0.  The same 
holds for/f,~.~. 
Now, let w = at~(alal)  ~* ar l ,  where p is as specified above. Note that 
w ~/f,~.,~ and w eL  . . . .  since n ~ N +' (i.e., n v~ 0). w can be written as 
w -~ wluw 2 such that wxu~w~ £~.~,  L~,~ for all k ~ 0. u must have an 
equal number of occurrences of both az and a_z, for otherwise we would 
have ~o(wlu2w2) :# e, for wlu2w2 would then have an unequal number of 
al's and a_~'s. With this restriction, there are three possibilities for u. 
(1) u =(ata_ l )L  1 ~q~m;  2q~p.  
Then, alr(ala_l) ~+q a~_l ~f ,  . . . .  L~,~.  This is not possible, however, since 
v(al~(ala_i) ~+q a_~l) ~- m -~- q > m. 
(2) u =(a_~a~)% 1 <q~m--1 ;  2q~<p. 
alVal(a_lal) ~+q-1 a_xa~_l ~ F, . . . . .  L . . . .  which again contradicts the definitions 
of L~,,~ and Ln, ~ . 
(3) u~a~q(a~a_~)maq_~; q~l ;  2q+2m~p;  q<p.  
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Then, af-q(afl(alaz)~aq_z)2a~_~qeEn,,~,L . . . .  and p- -q  >0.  This is 
again a contradiction, because there are more than m pairs of opposing 
brackets (occurrences of aza_ O. 
The assumption that either/Sn,,~ or Ln, m is a local adjunct language leads 
to a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
The assumption that m, n =/= 0 in Theorem 4.1 is essential, for Lo, ~ = 
L~, o - {e} which is certainly a local adjunct language. The languages/2.n,~ 
and L~.~ for m 4= ¢o are highly structured enough that they cannot be 
generated by local adjunct grammars. I f  the restriction on the number of 
pairs of opposing brackets is dropped, however, we do obtain local adjunct 
languages, as is shown in the next theorem. 
THEOREM 4.2. L,,o, is a local adjunct language for all n e N +'. 
Proof. I f  n = 0, the proof is trivial. I f  n = co, Lo,~ = K 2 , which is 
a local adjunct language, as was seen in Section 1. Therefore, suppose that 
n e N +, the set of positive integers. 
Now, Lz, ~ = {w a A* I ~o(w) = E, and if w = xy, then 9(x) ~ H 1 = al* }. 
Therefore, L1, ~ = Kz,  which has the local adjunct grammar G 1 = (~m J1), 
where 
~(1) = {nlala_l noe} ' 
J~ = (u~, us}, 
U 1 = (nlala_ 1 ~ nlala- 1 ~ rl)~ 
u2--~ (niaia_ i , niala-1, r2). 
Suppose, as an inductive hypothesis, that Lk,~ is a local adjunct language 
for k >/ 1, with Lk,~ = L(G~), G~ = (~) ,  Jk). The hypothesis holds for 
k = 1, and will be shown to hold for k + 1 if it holds for k. 
(l) k is  odd. Set 
and 
]~+1 = J~ w {(n~÷la~a_2 , v, rl) I v ~ ¢g~÷v, v ~ no4 
vb (~+z) U {(n~+za2a_~, v r2) I v ~ --c , v =/= no@ 
,,'(~ (7c+1) G~+I = t c , Jk+l). Any word generated from the center strings of ~b(~ l )
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using only the rules of J~ in the derivation is in L~,~ and L~+l.~o. Further, 
the new center string, nk+la~a_~, is in L~+I, ~ (after the application of the 
homomorphism H to remove the null symbol). Suppose w has been derived 
from q)~+l), and H(w) ELk+I.~,. Then the use of any of the new rules of 
J7~+1 results in w' = nk+la2H(w) a_~, or w' = nk+la2a_~H(w ). In either case, 
H(w')  eL~+l.o~ , since 9(H(w'))  ~ H~+, . Therefore, L(G~+I) C_L~+,,o, .
The rules of G~+~ are just like the rules used to generate Kz,  the Dyck 
language over A, except hat the adjunction is restricted so that if w eL(G~+~), 
then ~0(w)e-H~+~. From this, it is clear that any word of L~+~,o, can be 
generated from G~+t. L~+I,~,C_L(G~+,), giving the desired result that 
Lk+l.~ = L(Ok+l). 
(2) k is even. Set 
and 
Cb (~+I) -=  C5~ ) L) {nk+lala_l} 
C 
~5(k+1) J~+~ = j~ w {(n~+lala_l, v, r~)l ~ ~ --o , v ~ ,,oe} 
An argument similar to that where k is odd establishes that if G7~+1 =
(~+~),  J~+~), then L(G~+I ) = L~+~,o, . Q.E.D. 
The proof can be clarified by an example. Set n = 3. Then, ifw = xy ~La.~, 
9(w) ~ al*a2*al*. ¢~a~ = {noE ' nlala_l , n2a2a_2 , naa,a_l}" 
Ja ~ {(nlala-1, nlala-1,  rl or 
(nea2a-2 , nza la-1,  ~'1 or 
(naala_ 1 , n2a2a_ ~ , r I or 
r2), ( .2a~a_~ , n2a2a_~ , ,'1 or  r2), 
r2), (naala_l , naala_l , r 1 or re) , 
As a result of the two previous theorems, we see how local adjunct 
grammars can generate languages of a finite dimension (i.e., if va ~ xy cL  
(a local adjunct language), then ~0(w) ~ H~ for some n), at least of the type 
described above. On the other hand, restrictions on the number of occurrences 
of pairs of brackets cannot be handled by local adjunct grammars. The 
language L of Section 2 was a case of a rank 1 local adjunct language with 
a different structure from that of L,~,~. 
Finally, since L~,o, CL~+t,o,  for n ~> 0, the Greibach hierarchy yields 
an infinite proper hierarchy of local adjunct languages. 
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5. AN INFINITE HIERARCHY OY RANK 1 LOCAL ADJUNCT LANGUAGES 
In the last section, we presented the set of languages {Li,o~ } for integer L 
Each language in this set is a local adjunct language and is not nonterminal 
bounded (except for L0, ~ which is regular). Lo~,~ = Ke, the Dyck language 
over two pairs of symbols, and if i :/: % then Li.o, C K~. In this section, 
these languages are modified in such a way as to produce an infinite hierarchy 
of linear nonregular local adjunct languages. The language L of Section 2 
will be one member of the hierarchy (except for a slight change noted below). 
The entire set of languages will be produced by embedding the previous 
member of the hierarchy into a language similar to L. Set 
A = {al ,  a - l ,  a2, a_2). 
Accordingly, the definition proceeds as follows: 
(1)  L o = 
(2) L1 -~ {a~'*(a_lA*)~ A* [ n >/ 1} u Lo. 
(3) L2i ---- (a2nL~-~(a-2A*)"A * ]n >~ 1} wL2~_ ~ (i ~> 1). 
(4) L~,+~ ---- (a~"L2i(a_~A*)n A* l n >~ 1} w L2i (i >/ 1). 
L 1 is very similar to the language L of Section 2, with the difference being 
in the use of a larger alphabet. For each m/> 0, L~* ~ L~,  since L,~ ends 
in A*. That Lm-1 _CL~ follows from the definition, fatal) i (a_la 2) i eL2~ 
but is not in L~i_l, and (ala2) i ala_l(a_~a_a) ~eL2i+l but is not in Let. Thus, 
L~_ 1 CL~ for all m >/ 1, and the languages {L,} form an infinite proper 
hierarchy. 
Each of these languages (except for L0) is not regular, but they are all 
linear. Also, they are all local adjunct languages, as can be seen by generalizing 
the construction used in Section 2. 
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